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Abstract 

Max-ideal graph is a graph associated to ring nZn ,  prime , denoted by ( )nI ZM  and is 

defined as the graph whose vertices are the ideals of the ring nZ  and any two distinct vertices 

1I  and 2I  are adjacent in ( )nI ZM  whenever  021 =II   or 121 III =  or ,2I  which is a 

maximal ideal of .nZ  In this paper we try to analyze the various structural properties of max-

ideal graph of ring nZn ,  prime. 

1. Introduction 

The study of graph of a commutative ring was first introduced by I. Beck 

[5] in the year 1988. The graph known as zero-divisor graph of a commutative 

ring defined by Beck has vertex set to be the ring R and two distinct elements 

Ryx ,  are adjacent if and only if .0=xy  Later it was modified by 

Anderson and Livingston [3]. After that, many authors have discussed about 

various kind of graphs associated to both commutative and non-commutative 

rings. 

Since many of the algebraic properties of the rings are studied with the 

help of ideals of rings, so it will be interesting to associate a graph structure 

to the set of ideals and then study the graph theoretical properties of it. A 

new approach for constructing a graph for the commutative ring R known as 
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a comaximal graph was proposed by Sharma and Bhatwadekar [9]. Also, Ye 

and Wu [8] defined the comaximal graph on the set of ideals. 

In this paper we introduce a new graph structure associated to a 

commutative ring nZ  called Max-Ideal graph. Max-Ideal graph denoted by 

( )nI ZM  is a graph whose vertices are the ideals of the ring nZ  and any two 

distinct vertices 1I  and 2I  are adjacent in ( )nI ZM  whenever  021 =II   

or 121 III =  or 2I  which is a maximal ideal of .nZ  In this paper we try to 

analyse the various structural properties of Max-Ideal graph of ring nZn ,  

prime, which comprises girth, diameter, clique number and chromatic 

number and also investigate whether ( )nI ZM  is bipartite, planar, eulerian, 

Hamiltonian or not. 

2. Some Preliminary Definitions 

Definition 2.1. A ring R in which abba =  for every Rba ,  is 

called a commutative ring. 

Definition 2.2. A non-empty subset I of a ring R is called an ideal of R if 

IbaIba −,  and .,, IraarRrIa   

Definition 2.3. Let R be a ring. An ideal RM   of R is called a 

maximal ideal of R if whenever A is an ideal of R such that RAM   

then either MA =  or .RA =  

Definition 2.4. A graph G with n vertices is said to be complete graph if 

every pair of vertices are joined by a line. It is denoted by .nK  

Definition 2.5. A graph G is said to be a bipartite graph, if the vertex set 

of G can be partitioned into two sets 1V  and 2V  such that every line of G 

joins a vertex of 1V  with a vertex of .2V  

Definition 2.6. A star graph is a graph with n vertices such that exactly 

one vertex has degree 1−n  and the remaining 1−n  vertices have degree 1. 

Definition 2.7. In a graph G the maximal complete subgraph is called a 

clique. The number of vertices in a clique is called the clique number, denoted 

by ( ).G  
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Definition 2.8. The diameter of ( ) ( ) ( ) .,|,sup, GVyxyxdGdiamG =  

Definition 2.9. The girth of ( )GgrG,  is the length of a shortest cycle in 

G. If G contains no cycle then ( ) =Ggr  

Definition 2.10. The chromatic number, ( )G  is defined as the 

minimum n for which G has an n-coloring (Assignment of colors to its vertices 

so that no two adjacent vertices have the same color). 

Definition 2.11. A graph G is called Eulerian if there exist a walk which 

traverses each line exactly once and goes through all the vertices and ends at 

the starting vertex. 

Definition 2.12. A graph G is Hamiltonian if it has a spanning cycle. 

Definition 2.13. A graph G is planar if it can be embedded in the plane 

without edges crossing. 

3. Main Results 

Some obvious consequence of the definition of Max-Ideal graph are: 

(I) ( )nI ZM  is connected for all n. 

(II) The degree of the vertex corresponding to the ideal nI =1  in 

( )nI ZM  is ( ) ,1− n  where ( )n   denotes the number of positive divisors of n. 

(III) ( )nI ZM  is always cyclic as it contains .3K  

Theorem 3.1. Girth of ( )nI ZM  is always .3,3 n  

Proof. In Max-Ideal graph of ,nZ  the vertex corresponding to the ideal 

generated by  0, 1 == nIn  is adjacent with all the remaining vertices. 

Moreover, for any  nNn ,  prime there exist a prime number p such 

that .np  Implying there exist a maximal ideal generated by pIp =2,  in 

.nZ  Now, the vertex corresponding to ideal pI =2  is adjacent with the 

vertex corresponding to the ideal generated by nZI == 1,1 3  in ( ).nI ZM  

Hence the vertices 21 , II  and 3I  forms a cycle of length 3 in ( ).nI ZM  

Therefore, girth of ( )  ( ) .3, =nInI ZMgrZM  
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Theorem 3.2. Diameter of Max-Ideal graph of ,nZ  is  

(i) 1, if .21ppn =  

(ii) 2, if rpn 1=  or rr pp 21  or ;,,21 rppp   where rppp ,,, 21   are 

distinct primes and 1r  is natural number. 

Proof.  

(i) The Max-Ideal graph of ( )21ppZ  is a complete graph 4K  and so 

 ( ( ) .1diam 21 =ppZM I  

(ii) For rpn 1=  or rr pp 21  or ;,,, 21 rppp   where rppp ,,, 21   are 

distinct primes and 1r  is natural number, the Max-Ideal graph of nZ  is 

not complete as the vertex corresponding to the ideal generated by 

nZI == 1,1 3  is adjacent only with the vertices corresponding to a 

maximal ideal of nZ  and  01 == nI  in ( )nI ZM  and so there always 

exist two vertices iI  and jI  such that iI  and jI  are not adjacent in 

( ).nI ZM  

Since both iI  and jI  are adjacent with the vertex corresponding to ideal 

generated by  0, 1 == nIn  in ( ),nI ZM  so there exist a path ji III −− 1  

of length 2 joining iI  and jI  in ( ).nI ZM  Implying, ( ) 2, =ji IId  in 

( ).nI ZM  Therefore  ( ) .2=nI ZMdiam  

Theorem 3.3. The clique number of the Max-Ideal graph of ,nZ  is 

(i) 4, if .21ppn =  

(ii) 3, if rpn 1=  or ;21 ppr  where 1p  and 2p  are distinct primes and 1r  

is natural number. 

Proof. (i) The result follows from the fact that ( )
21ppI ZM  is a complete 

graph of order 4. 

(ii) For .2,1 = rpn r  

If ,2=r  then ( )  32
1

KZM
pI  Clique number of 
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( )  ( ) .3, 2
1

2
1

=
pIpI ZMwZM  Otherwise, if 2r  then the vertices 

corresponding to the ideals 1,1 p  and rp1  forms a complete graph of 

order 3 in ( ).
1
rpI ZM  While the remaining vertices 1

1
3
1

2
1 ,,, −rppp   are 

adjacent only with the vertex .1
rp  Hence the maximal complete subgraph of 

( ) 2,
1

rZM rpI  is of order 3. Therefore,  ( ) .2,3
1

= rZMw rpI  

For .2,21 = rppn r  

In ( ),
21 ppI rZM  the vertices corresponding to the ideals 221 ,1, Pppr  

and rp1  have degree greater than or equal to 3 while all the remaining 

vertices have degree 1 or 2. But the vertex corresponding to the ideal 1  is 

not adjacent with the vertex corresponding to ideal rp1  and so the vertices 

corresponding to the ideals 221 ,1, Pppr and rp1  will not form a 

complete subgraph, hence the maximal complete subgraph of ( )
21 ppI rZM  is 

of order 3 which is formed by the vertices corresponding to the ideals 

1,21 ppr  and .2P  Hence ,  ( ) .3
21

=
ppI rZMw  

Theorem 3.4. The clique number of the graph ( )
npppI ZM ,,, 21   is 

.3,1 + nn  

Proof. For ( )
321

,3 pppI ZMn =  has 8 vertices and the vertices 

corresponding to the ideals 3221321 ,, ppppppp  and 31 pp  forms a 

complete graph .4K  

Moreover, no other vertex in ( )
321 pppI ZM  have degree greater than or 

equal to 4 except the vertex corresponding to the ideal 1  but the vertex 

corresponding to ideal 1  is not adjacent with all four of the above 

mentioned vertices and so the maximal complete subgraph in ( )
321 pppI ZM  is 

of order 4. 
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For ( )
4321

,4 ppppI ZMn =  has 16 vertices and the vertices corresponding 

to the ideals 1434323214321 ,,, ppppppppppppp  and 214 ppp  forms 

a complete graph .5K  

Moreover, no other vertex in ( )
4321 ppppI ZM  have degree greater than or 

equal to 5 except the vertex corresponding to the ideal 1  but the vertex 

corresponding to ideal 1  is not adjacent with all five of the above mentioned 

vertices and so the maximal complete subgraph in ( )
4321 ppppI ZM  is of order 

5. 

In this way, for ( )
rppppI ZMrn ,,321

, =  has r2  vertices and the 

vertices corresponding to the ideals ,,,,,, 132121 −rr ppppppp   

22114332 ,,,,,,,,, −rrrr ppppppppppp   forms a complete 

graph ,1+rK  which is maximal complete subgraph in ( ).,,321 rppppI ZM   

Hence,  ( ) .3,1,,321
+= rrZM

rppppI    

Theorem 3.5. The Max-Ideal graph of nZ  is neither a bipartite nor a 

star. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.1, there always exist a cycle of length 3 in ( )nI ZM  

and since a graph is bipartite if and only if all its cycle are of even length, so 

( )nI ZM  is not bipartite. 

Next, a star kS  is the complete bipartite graph kK ,1  and since ( )nI ZM  

will never be a bipartite graph. So ( )nI ZM  is not a star as well.   

Theorem 3.6. The Max-Ideal graph of nZ  is planar whenever 21 ppn =  

or .1
rpn =  

Proof. For ,21ppn =  the result follows from the fact that ( )
21ppI ZM  is 

a complete graph of order 4. Next, for .1
rpn =  

In the ring ,
1
rp

Z  the ideal generated by 11 , pp  is the only maximal 

ideal. So the vertices corresponding to the ideals 1  and 1p  are adjacent in 
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( ).
1
rpI ZM  Apart from that all the remaining vertices 1

1
3
1

2
1 ,,, −rppp   

are adjacent with the vertex rp1  only. 

Hence however large the value of r may be, the Max-Ideal graph of rp
Z

1
 

can always be embedded in a plane without edge crossing. Hence ( )rpI ZM
1

 is 

planar.  

Theorem 3.7. The Max-Ideal graph of 
21ppZ  is Hamiltonian but not 

Eulerian. 

Proof. The Max-Ideal graph of ( )
2121

, ppIpp ZMZ  is a complete graph 

.4K  So it contains a spanning cycle and moreover degree of each of its 

vertices is odd. 

Hence, ( )
21ppI ZM  is Hamiltonian but not Eulerian. 

Theorem 3.8. The Max-Ideal graph of 
npppZ ,,21   is not Eulerian.  

Proof. In the Max-Ideal graph of ,,,21 npppZ   the degree of the vertex 

corresponding to the ideal  0,,211 == npppI   is ,12 −n
 which is odd 

for all n. Hence, ( )
npppI ZM ,,21   is not Eulerian. 

Theorem 3.9. The Max-Ideal graph of np
Z  is 

(i) Both Eulerian and Hamiltonian if .2=n  

(ii) Neither Eulerian nor Hamiltonian if .2n  

Proof. (i) The Max-Ideal graph of 2p
Z  is complete graph 3K  and so is 

both Eulerian and Hamiltonian. 

(ii) For ,2n  the ideals of np
Z  are   321 ,1,0 IZIpI np

n ====  

.,,, 1
1

2
4

−
+ === n

n pIpIp   

Out of all the ideals of 3, IZ np
 is the only maximal ideal and so the 

vertex corresponding to 3I  is adjacent with the vertex corresponding to 2I  in 
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( ).npI ZM  While all the remaining vertices corresponding to the ideals 

154 ,,, +nIII   are of degree 1. Which implies that ( )npI ZM  is neither 

Eulerian nor Hamiltonian.  

Theorem 3.10. The Max-Ideal graph of nZ  is neither Eulerian nor 

Hamiltonian whenever 21 ppn r=  or rr pp 21  where .3r  

Proof. For ,21 ppn r=  

The ideals of the ring 
21 pprZ are   1,0 2211 === IppI r  

,,,,,,,, 13
1

12
3
16

2
152413

21

r
r

r
rpp

pIpIpIpIpIpIZ r ======= +
−

+   

( ) ( ) .,,, 2
1

112312
2
15214 ppIIppIppI r

rrrrr
−

++−+++ ====   

Now, in Max-Ideal graph of ,
21 pprZ  the vertices corresponding to the 

ideals 265 ,,, +rIII   are adjacent with the vertex corresponding to the ideal 

1I  only. which implies that ( )
21 ppI rZM  is neither Eulerian nor Hamiltonian. 

For .21
rr ppn =  

As above the vertices corresponding to the ideals ,,, 3
1

2
1 pp  

1
2

3
2

2
2

1
1 ,,,, −− nn pppp   are adjacent only with the vertex corresponding 

to the ideal rr pp 21  in ( ).
21
rr ppI ZM  

Hence the graph ( )rr ppI ZM
21

 is neither Eulerian nor Hamiltonian.  

Theorem 3.11. The chromatic number of the Max-Ideal graph of nZ  is 

(i) 4, if 21 ppn =  or 321 ppp  

(ii) 3, if 1,1 = rpn r  or 2,21 = rppn r  where 321 ,, ppp  are distinct 

primes and r is natural number. 

Proof. (i) For ( )  ( ) .4,
2121 421 == ppIppI ZMKZMppn  
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For ,321 pppn =  

The vertices corresponding to the ideals 3221321 ,, ppppppp  and 

31 pp  forms a complete graph 4K  So we can assign color-1 to color-4 to the 

subgraph .4K  No other vertex is adjacent with all four of them and so we can 

assign the above mentioned colors to the remaining vertices of ( )
321 pppI ZM  

in such a way that no two adjacent vertices have same color. Hence, 

 ( ) .4
21

= ppI ZM  

(ii) For ,2,1 = rpn r  

If 2=r  then ( )  ( ) .32
1

2
1

3 =
pIpI ZMKZM  Otherwise, if 2r  

then the vertices corresponding to the ideals 1,1 p  and rp1  forms a 

complete graph 3K  in ( ).
1
rpI ZM  So we can assign color-1 to color-3 to the 

subgraph .3K  

Moreover the remaining vertices 1
1

3
1

2
1 ,,, −rppp   are adjacent only 

with the vertex .1
rp  So we can assign either of the two color which is not 

assign to the vertex rp1  to the remaining vertices of ( ).
1
rpI ZM  

Hence,  ( ) .3
1

= rpI ZM  

For .2,21 = rppn r  The ideals of the ring 
21 pprZ  are 

  ,,,,,,1,0 3
16

2
1524132211

21
pIpIpIpIZIppI

pp

r
r ========

( )312
2
1521413

1
12 ,,,,, +−++++
−

+ ==== rrrr
r

r
r

r IppIppIpIpI   

( ) .2
1

112 ppI r
r

−
+ ==   

We can assign color-1 to vertex .1I  

In ( ),
21 ppI rZM  the vertex corresponding to the ideal 1I  is adjacent with 

all the remaining vertices and so we can not assign color-1 to the remaining 

vertices. 
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Next, we can assign color-2 to vertex .2I  

The vertices corresponding to the ideals 265 ,,, +rIII   are adjacent 

only with the vertex ,1I  so we can assign color-2 to each of the vertices 

.,,, 265 +rIII   

Also, the vertex corresponding to the ideal 3+rI  is not adjacent with the 

vertices corresponding to the ideals 2652 ,,,, +rIIII   and so we can assign 

color-2 to the vertex .3+rI  

Next, the vertices corresponding to the maximal ideal 3I  and 4I  are 

adjacent with both the vertices 1I  and 2I  and so we assign color-3 to each of 

them. 

Moreover the vertices corresponding to the ideals 2254 ,,, +++ rrr III   

are adjacent only with vertices 1I  and 3+rI  and hence we can assign color-3 

to all of them. 

Hence,  ( ) .2,3
21

= rZM
ppI r  
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